
Kinverse Attract is a new type of talent assessment platform. It is designed to
find your next superstar hire whilst also providing the data to pinpoint bias in
the process and drive improvements. 

Automated, transparent and unbiased, this new, re-engineered assessment
process delivers anonymous evaluation and uniformity when benchmarking
candidates. It levels the playing field with a consistent way to recruit across
all channels, highlighting where candidates' technical competencies,
interrelationship skills, and personal attributes match the role.

All the while, primary data is collected that provides actionable insight into
the hiring process and makeup of the talent pool to boost diversity in
recruiting and shape an inclusive environment.   

Kinverse Attract is a talent assessment solution that provides a great
candidate experience and gives you a fantastic market reputation.

Assess Fairly. Realise Change.

KINVERSE ATTRACT

For HR & Talent Teams  



KINVERSE ATTRACT

Step 2
Advertise in the
best places

Understand the
platforms to use, and
when and where to
place the ads to attract
the most suitable
candidates.

Help hiring managers to
develop the role around
potential, experience,
and attributes with the
structured Question
Library. 

Identify the best-suited candidates unbiasedly

Recruit based on strengths
The platform levels the playing
field by enabling candidates to
present their skill-sets and
remain anonymous across the
process from application right
through to shortlisting.

Pinpoint potential 
Candidates are assessed on
technical competencies,
interrelationship skills and
personal attributes for a
rounded view of strengths
and the best fit for the role. 

Make talent attraction a valuable proposition for everyone

Step 1
Nail the job
description

Recruit on strengths, not bias, and free up time to focus on your D&I strategy and EVP.

Efficiency is ensured
A fully automated process
with the candidates self-
assessing means no sifting
required and no more
trawling through
mismatched CVs.

Step 3
Easily evaluate
candidates

Step 6
Deliver to the
business

Step 4
Shortlist impartially
& transparently

Step 7
Report and
improve

Instantly compare each
candidate’s anonymous
online assessment to
the ideal candidate
profile.

Get the most suitable
candidates in front of
the hiring manager, and
provide a structure for
interview consistency.

Anonymous candidates
are immediately ranked
to identify the strongest
and best matches.

Metrics across the
hiring process identify
areas to improve,
including where bias
features.

Step 5
Manage recruiting
partners

Have parity across the
recruiting channels with
everyone evaluating,
benchmarking and
reporting in the same
manner.

Productivity is assured  
An intuitive platform with
native integration into the
leading Applicant Tracking
Systems for a seamless
process and user-friendly
experience. 

Deliver on your EVP
Candidates are at the heart of
the recruitment process,
evaluated fairly and informed
throughout, leaving a great
impression of your company. 



Time to hire statistics, covering number of completed applications vs
incomplete and drop-out points 
Effectiveness of job boards, including success rates and how to
encourage a diverse applicant pool
Pinpoint where bias features in the recruiting process to adjust and
change

Understand gender split, minority and ethnic groupings, religious
standings, age ranges, and disability status 
Delve into salary expectations, type and style of work requirements,
and location and travel needs
Assess and consider benefit requirements and training expectations
to attract the best talent

Monitor KPI's, EDI targets, and quotas across the business and
external recruiting partners 
Manage the PSL with insight into performance against SLAs for
contract and margin negotiation 
Review internal performance against external providers to refine
standards and process 

Champion your business
Drill-down into hiring patterns to improve efficiency and support an
inclusion agenda:-

Dig into anonymous candidate data to establish and demonstrate
position against D&I strategy, and align candidate expectations:-

Use analytics to understand your position, make appropriate changes
and run an agile business:- 

Guidance in creating the appropriate question assessment to draw out the
relevant aspects for the role

Visual comparison of each candidate to the ideal candidate profile,
pinpointing focal points for discussion during interviews 

Shortcut the time spent on recruiting and find the best fit for the team 

Assist your colleagues 
Provide responsive support:-

Intuitive, easy to use and secure platform that guides candidates through
each step

Candidates can give a true representation of themselves, their skills and
potential

Automated notification of the outcome of the application keeps each and
every candidate informed

Feedback on the makeup of the applicant pool ensures candidates have an
exceptional opinion of your company

Support your candidates
Ensure a fair, informed and engaging candidate experience:-

.

...requires smart decisions 

KINVERSE ATTRACT

Primary data will unlock talent intelligence across your
organisation, clients, candidates, and partners. 

An inclusive business...  

Deliver exceptional service to your colleagues and
candidates alike. 

...operates with understanding



KINVERSE ATTRACT

Take the stress out of talent attraction. 

Provide a great experience for your business and
candidates with Kinverse Attract. 

Contact us today to find out more.

Info@Kinverse.io

Kinverse.io

UK:    +44 (0) 207 617 7369
US:    +1 650 492 5369

LinkedIn/Kinverse

http://kinverse.io/

